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Diamond Rings : Glorify those memorable moments

Diamonds are the best way of expressing one's feelings for those special moments, especially if a person is
thinking of proposing to his loved one for an engagement.

Aug. 26, 2009 - PRLog -- An engagement between two people is a day when loyalties and commitments
are pledged upon, and this special occasion is made complete with the help of antique diamond rings which
is presented as a token of the pledge. The diamond has a symbolic nature when it comes to such occasions
as rings are a symbol of commitment that represents the past, present and future fortunes of a relationship.
Diamonds are unabashedly irresistible and it always offers the best of quality when it comes to excellence
and style.

It is a pretty exciting activity when it comes to selecting a unique and priceless diamond ring among
thousands of sleek designs that are present in the market. U can buy Diamond rings
(http://www.shopcorn.in/deal-dabba/deals.aspx?cat=ssc&cid=461) which are usually expensive owing to
the rarity and uniqueness . But it is never an item that is totally out of reach. A little research could help a
person to find an adequate ring that suites his or her budget.

Nowadays, there are numerous varieties of diamond rings (
http://www.shopcorn.in/deal-dabba/deals.aspx?cat=ssc&cid=461) as well. The popularity of these
diamonds has been growing dramatically over the past few years. But a natural fancy coloured diamond is
generally much more rare than a traditional white diamond. This always reflect in the cost of both these
diamonds.

Rings made up of these coloured diamonds vary in cost, and the cost usually depends on its original colour
and intensity. Similar to the traditional white diamonds, these colour diamonds also posses all the features
which make them so ideal for engagements.
Other than the pink, red and black engagement rings, there are many other colourful rings that come in
yellow, purple, green, violet, orange, grey, blue and various shades of brown which may or may not be
studded with gold and silver, according to the colour. Along with this the versatile stone sapphire, always
looks brilliant with diamonds. The brilliant contrast between the magnificent sapphire and sparkling
diamonds give the ring an elegant and lively look.
One may also choose those kinds of rings which are made of metals like white gold, yellow gold or
platinum, along with titanium and palladium for occasions like 'Valentines Day'. Red is the rarest colour for
diamonds which is followed by green. These colourful diamonds works wonders with jazzy colourful
dresses.
There is a fifty-fifty chance that one may get confuse, when it comes to making out the quality of diamonds
as they are very precious and are always selected for special occasions. Some of the most reliable brands in
this field are Asmi, Diya, 'D'damas, Sangini as well as Gem Selection. Asmi has a wide collection of the
latest designs in diamond gold rings and Diya has a fabulous collection of sleek and stylish designs.
Diamond rings always make a unique and perfect gifts for her (
http://www.shopcorn.in/deal-dabba/deals.aspx?cat=ssc&cid=260) for any occasion and for any one, may it
be one's mother, lover, sister or friend, it always makes a brilliant gift. One way to gain enough knowledge
about the prices of such rings can be through the web. 
Different coloured diamonds have different processes to achieve before it is finalised for sale. Green
diamonds are formed when it is  exposed to radiation, while it forms under the earth's crust. Orange
diamonds get their colour due to the presence of nitrogen and carbon. Pink and brown diamonds are mostly
mined from the Argyle diamond mines in Australia. Some coloured diamonds are mined in South Africa,
Brazil, and Venezuela.
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